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By the House, March 27, 1961.
By the Senate, in concurrence, March 28, 1961
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To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives

Gentlemen : In line with two legislative directives, the Legis-
lative Research Council submits herewith a brief report prepared
by the Legislative Research Bureau bringing up to date its earlier
report of May 15, 1961, relative to conflict of interest.

The Legislative Research Bureau is limited by statute to “statis-
tical research and fact finding.” This document therefore contains
factual material only, without recommendations or legislative
proposals. It does not necessarily reflect the opinions of the under-
signed members of the Council.

Respectfully submitted,

MEMBERS OF THE LEGISLATIVE RESEARCH COUNCIL
Sen. John E. Powers of Suffolk,

Chairman.
Hep. John T. Tynan of Boston,

Vice Chairman.
Sen. Newland H. Holmes of Norfolk

and Plymouth.

Rep. James A. Kelly, Jr., of Oxford.
Rep. Armand N. Tancrati of Springfield.
Rep. Sidney Q. Curtiss of Sheffield.
Rep. Wallace B. Crawford of Pittsfield.
Rep. Harold L. Dower of Athol.

Cf)e Commontoealtl) of B©assacJnigettg

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL TO THE
SENATE AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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To the Members of the Legislative Research Council.
Gentlemen: Two 1961 study directives of the General

Court Senate, No. 539 and House, No. 27-13 required the
Legislative Research Council to render reports on the same subject
of conflict of interest. Accordingly the Legislative Research Bureau
prepared a single document serving both directives which the Council
filed on the due date of May 15, 1961, specified in the first of the
two orders.

Subsequent state and federal developments make advisable this
brief supplementary document bringing the situation up to date.

As usual the report is wholly factual in character in accord with
the general statutory provision which limits Bureau output to docu-
ments containing no recommendations or legislative proposals.

übmitted,Respectfully s

Cf)t Commontoealth of Massachusetts

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL TO THE
LEGISLATIVE RESEARCH COUNCIL.

HERVIAN C. LOEFFLER,
Director Legislative Research Bureau



Early in 1961, His Excellency John A. Volpe and Senate President
John E. Powers filed separate proposals dealing with the subject or
conflict of interest as applied to employees of the Commonwealth
and its instrumentalities. These proposals were transformed into
two study directives for the Legislative Research Council.

In conformance with these two orders, the Council filed Senate,
No. 650 on May 15, 1961, the earlier of the two due dates specified.
That document explained the origin of the two orders and made
clear that its contents were designed to serve both of them.

The present report resubmits Senate, No. 650 of 1961 in fulfill-
ment of the study directive, House, No. 2743 of 1961, which is re-
printed on the inside of the front cover. In addition, however, this
report very briefly covers a number of pertinent events which have
taken place over the past eight months for the information of legis-
lators.

Massachusetts Developments.

After submission of the first report of the Legislative Research
Council last May, the General Court passed a comparatively short
statute establishing a code of ethics to guide its public servants.
(See Appendix A for a reprinting of this statute G. L. c. 268A,
inserted by Acts of 1961, c. 610.) It resembles the four similar
statutes of the States of Kentucky, New York, Texas and Washing-
ton which were reprinted in the Council’s earlier report.

The Massachusetts law declared its intent to be the formulation
of a code of ethics to provide reasonable general standards for guid-
ance of its officers and employees. On this score the Act points out
that

Cfte Commontoealt!) of Massachusetts

CONFLICT OF INTEREST.

Introduction.

. . . Some conflicts of material interests which are improper for public officials
may be prohibited by legislation. Others may arise in so many different forms and
under such a variety of circumstances, that it would be unwise and unjust to
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proscribe them by statute with inflexible and penal sanctions which would limit
public service to the very wealthy or the very poor. . . .

The statute then spells out ten standards to guide interpretation
by any official in avoiding any act “which is in substantial conflict
with the proper discharge of his duties in the public interest.” The
last of these standards includes a “disclosure” clause dealing with
those members of the executive, judicial and legislative branches and
their immediate relatives who have a direct or indirect interest of
$lO,OOO or more in any concern doing business with the common-

wealth or subject to its regulation. The clause requires such mem-
bers to file with the Secretary of State “a written statement that he
has such a financial interest .

. . open to public inspection,” subject
to a fine of up to $l,OOO for conviction upon failure to do so.

The concluding section of the statute creates a temporary unpaid
special commission of 15 members under the chairmanship of the
Attorney General to “make an investigation and study of the sub-
ject matter of this act, and all other existing laws . . . and the need,
if any, of further amendments thereto .

.
.” This commission was

directed to report by January 1, 1962, but has not yet done so.

Federal Developments.

The previous report by the Legislative Research Council described
various developments up to its publication date of May 15, 1961,
including studies elsewhere by governmental, academic and private
groups, and action by federal and state governments. Since then
there seem to have been few state developments of importance
though inquiries for information and co-operation indicate that
much legislative interest has been stirred up in this subject and that
various statutory enactments are possible at the legislative sessions
now under way in many States. On the federal scene, however, the
following developments merit mention.

Presidential Action.
Over the past decade and more, various episodes, some of scandal-

ous proportions, have served to heighten the interest of federal au-
thorities in taking steps to promote higher ethical standards in the
federal government. Most recently, President Kennedy, two days
after his inauguration, appointed a small panel of distinguished
lawyers to examine this problem. Upon receipt of their report,
which was greatly assisted by a penetrating two-year study by a
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special committee of the Bar Association of New York City, he
issued a special message to Congress on April 27, 1961.

That message urged new legislation to correct the overlapping
and inconsistency of existing law, and emphasized that the funda-
mental defect of these statutes was that (a) on the one hand, “they
permit an astonishing range of private interest and activities by
public officials, which are wholly incompatible with the duties of
public office”; and that ( b) “on the other hand, they create wholly
unnecessary obstacles to recruiting qualified people for Government
Service.” Subsequent Congressional activities for the eight months
since issue of the prior report of the Legislative Research Council
will be indicated below.

On May 5, 1961, the President issued a brief Executive Order,
No. 10939, “to provide a guide on ethical standards to governmental
officials,” (quoted in Appendix Bof this report). Section 6 thereof
called for individual departmental directives “to assure the mainte-
nance of high ethical and moral standards therein.” Such elabora-
tion was then partially achieved by a memorandum and attachment
of August 3, 1961, also issued from the White House (see Appen-
dix C). These latter two documents were addressed to the heads of
all federal departments and agencies to indicate “minimum stand-
ards of conduct for civilian employees” which had been prepared by
the Civil Service Commission with the assistance of departmental
representatives. Each department and agency was charged with
developing the proper standards of conduct suited to its special
responsibilities and then to apply them to its present and future
employees.

Congressional Proposals and Hearing

Various Congressional activities preceded two 1958 episodes of
importance described in the report of the Legislative Research
Council of May 15, 1961, namely; (a) the brief “Code of Ethics
for Government Service” adopted by Congress as a possible alter-
native to detailed legislative proposals, and (6) a staff report orothis whole problem issued to assist the work in this area of Sub-
committee 5 of the U. S. House Committee on the Judiciary, dated
March 1, 1958.

Recently the latter subcommittee followed up that staff report
with important hearings on proposed “Federal Conflict of Interest
Legislation.” These hearings are now available in an extended
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volume of testimony of June 1-2, 1961 1 relative to five pending
proposals designed to simplify and strengthen the laws relating to
bribery, graft and conflicts of interest in the executive branch of
the Government alone. From the large collection of relevant ma-
terial in that volume only the following excerpt will be quoted from
the official statement on H. R. 3411, the so-called McCulloch-
Celler bill;

“The regular Government employee would be subject to four major restrictions.
He would be prohibited from assisting any other person in relation to any trans-
action involving the Government except in certain limited situations. The regu-

lar employee also wouldbe prohibited from participating in a transaction involving
the Government in the consequences of which he, his spouse or child has a sig-
nificant financial interest. Private sources would be prohibited from paying or
supplementing his salary for his Government services. Finally, after leaving the
Government service, he would be prohibited from assisting another person, whether
or not for compensation, in relation to any transaction involving the Government
in which he participated personally and substantially as a Government employee.

“On the other hand, the special Government employee would be prohibited from
assisting any other persons only in transactions involving the Government in which
he has participated personally and substantially or which are under his official re-
sponsibility. As to participation in transactions involving the Government in the
consequence of which he, his spouse, or child has a financial interest, the special
employee would be subject to the same restrictions as a regular Government em-
ployee. Similarly, the postemployment prohibitions applicable to a regular Gov-
ernment employee would apply equally to the special employee. Although the
private employer of a special Government employee at the time of his appointment
would be allowed to pay him for his Government service, no other private source
would be allowed to compensate him for this service.

“As the President’s advisory panel emphasized in its report to the President,
there is compelling reason to permit more liberal standards in the case of special
Government employees because modern government requires the services on a
limited basis of scientists and other specialists whose principal activities are in the
private sphere of the economy. These persons cannot restrict their private finan-
cial interests or activities to the same extent required by existing law of all persons
who perform services for the Government, whether full time, intermittent, tem-
porary, or purely advisory. The hodgepodge of statutory exemptions enacted on
an ad hoc basis to enable specific individuals or particular categories of persons to
perform services for the Government attests to the necessity for a different stand-

ard. Unfortunately, these exemptions cannot always be obtained when necessary.
»This results in a loss to the Government of vital manpower. Furthermore, existing
exemptions are often inconsistent, inadequate, and do not always afford the Gov-
ernment the minimum protection needed. This bill proposes a uniform standard
which balances the needs of the Government for qualified personnel with necessary
protections to its integrity.’

1 TJ. S. Congress, House Committee on the Judiciary,Antitrust Subcommittee. Federal conflict of interest
legislation; hearings on H. R. 302, H. R. 3050, H. R. 3411, H. R. 3412, and H. R, 7139, June 1-2, 1961. 148
pages. (Serial No. 3.) Available from U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C.
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Since these hearings on the above bills, the Judiciary Committee’s
Antitrust Subcommittee has reported H. R. 8140. 1 This bill follows
closely the recommendations of the President in his message of
April 27, 1961, and his executive order of May 5, 1961, which, as
has been indicated, was followed by the code of minimum standards
of conduct which was issued by the Executive Office of the President
on July 26, 1961 (Appendices B and C).

#

I

i No further action seems as yet to have been takenon H. E. 8140 in the Congress according to the extended
and useful publication: University of California, Bureau of Public Administration. Conflict of Interest in
the Federal Government; A Bibliography. Compiled by Dorothy Campbell Tompkins. August, 1961.
66 pages. Price, $1.60.
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Statute op 1961 Establishing Massachusetts Code op Ethics

(G. L. o. 268A, inserted by Acts of 1961, c. 610.)

“Section 1. Declaration of Intent. A continuing problem of a free govern-
ment is the maintenance among its public servants of moral and ethical standards
which are worthy and warrant the confidence of the people. The people are en-
titled to expect from their public servants a set of standards above the morals of
the market place. A public official of a free government is entrusted with the wel-
fare, prosperity, security and safety of the people he serves. In return for this
trust, the people are entitled to know that no substantial conflict between private
interests and official duties exists in those who serve them.

“Government is and should be representative of all the people who elect it, and
some conflict of interest is inherent in any representative form of government.
Some conflicts of material interests which arc improper for public officials may be
prohibited by legislation. Others may arise in so many different forms and under
such a variety of circumstances, that it would be unwise and unjust to proscribe
them by statute with inflexible and penal sanctions which would limit public serv-
ice to the very wealthy or the very poor. For matters of such complexity and
close distinctions, the legislature finds that a code of ethics is desirable to set forth
for the guidance of public officers and employees the general standards of conduct
to be reasonably expected of them.

“Section 2. Definitions. —ln this chapter the following words, unless a differ-
ent meaning is required by the context or is specifically prescribed, shall have the
following meanings:

“‘Agency’, any department, division, branch, commission, bureau, board, po-
litical subdivision, body politic, or office of the commonwealth, including the exec-
utive, legislative and judicial branches thereof.

‘Officer or employee’, a person performing services for, or holding an office,
including independent consultants who re-position or employment in, an agency

ceive compensation for such services).
inflicts of interest. No officer or employee
financial or otherwise, direct or indirect, or

“Section 3. Rule with respect to c
of an agency should have any interest
engage in any business or transaction }r professional activity or incur any obliga-
tion of any nature, which is in substantial conflict with the proper discharge of his
duties in the public interest.

“Section 4. Standards.
“ (a) No officer or employee of an agency should accept other employment which

will impair his independence of judgment in the exercise of his official duties.
“(b) No officer or employee of an agency should accept employment or engage

in any business or professional activity which will require him to disclose confidential
information which he has gained by reason of his official position or authority.
“(c) No officer or employee of an agency should disclose confidential information

acquired by him in the course of his official duties nor use such information to fur-
ther his personal interests.

Appendix A.
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“
(d ) No officer or employee of an agency should use or attempt to use his official

position to secure unwarranted privileges or exemptions for himself or others.
“ (e) No officer or employee of an agency should engage in any transaction as

representative or agent of an agency with any business entity in which he, his
spouse, any of his children, or any spouse of any of his children, has a direct or in-
iirect financial interest that might reasonably tend to conflict with the proper dis-
charge of his official duties.

“
(/) An officer or employee of an agency should not by his conduct give reason-

able basis for the impression that any person can improperly influence him or un-
luly enjoy his favor in the performance of his official duties, or that he is unduly
affected by the kinship, rank, position ar influence of any party or person.

;ency should abstain from making personal
3 reason to believe may be directly involved
■h will otherwise create substantial conflict

“(g) An officer or employee of an ag
investments, in enterprises which he has
in decisions to be made by him or whic
between his duty in the public interest ,nd his private interest

“Qi) An officer or employee of an agency should endeavor to pursue a course of
conduct which will not raise suspicion among the public that he is likely to be en-
gaged in acts that are in violation of his trust.

“ (i) No officer or employee of an agency employed on a full-time basis, nor any
firm or association of which such an officer or employee is a member, nor corpora-
tion, a substantial portion of the stock of which is owned or controlled directly or

by his spouse, any of his children, or anyindirectly by such officer or employee or
spouse of any of his children, should sell
poration or association which is licensed (

goods or services to any person, firm, oor-
ir whose rates are fixed by the state agency
or is employed.in which such officer or emt

immonwealth, a member of the legislature,
if his children, or any spouse of any of his
direct or indirect, having a value of ten

(j) If any officer or employee of tl
legislative employee, or his spon

children shall have a financial interest
which is subject to the jurisdiction of athousand dollars or more in any activit

regulatory agency or in any business entity which does business with the common-
wealth, he shall file with the state secretary, within ninety days after the effective
date of this act, and thereafter within thirty days after such interest comes into
being, a written statement that he has such a financial interest in such activity
which statement shall be open to public inspection. If any such officer or employee
shall fail to file any such written statement required hereby, he shall be punished
after conviction by a fine of not more than one thousand dollars.”

{Section 2of Acts of 1961, c. 610. This section creates a temporary
“unpaid commission” to study this act and report by January
first, nineteen hundred and sixty-two. Of its fifteen members, two
shall be senators designated by the president, three shall be house
members designated by the speaker, and ten shall be persons ap-
pointed by the governor of whom four shall represent the state’s
law schools, one each shall be a priest, minister and rabbi. The
attorney general shall serve as chairman, and one person each shall
be designated by the Boston and Massachusetts Bar Associations.)

Approved May 31, 1961.
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Executive Order 10939.

To provide a Guide on Ethical Standards to Government
Officials.

Whereas, The maintenance of high ethical and moral standards in
the conduct of the functions of the Federal Government is a matter
of continuing concern; and

Whereas, It is incumbent upon those who occupy positions of the
highest responsibility and authority to set an impeccable exampk

Now, Therefore, By virtue of the authority vested in me as Presi-
dent of the United States, it is hereby ordered as follows:

1. This Order shall apply to all heads and assistant heads of de-
partments and agencies, full-time members of boards and commis-
sions appointed by the President, and members of the White Pious
Staff

No such official shall engage in any outside employment or
other outside activity not compatible with the full and proper dis-
charge of the responsibilities of his office or position. It shall be
deemed incompatible with such discharge of responsibilities for any
such official to accept any fee, compensation, gift, payment of ex-
penses, or any other thing of monetary value in circumstances in
which acceptance may result in, or create the appearance of, re-
suiting in:

(a) Use of public office for private gain;
(6) An undertaking to give preferential treatment to any person;
(c) Impeding government efficiency or economy;
(d) Any loss of complete independence or impartiality
(e) The making of a Government decision outside official chan-

nels; or

Appendix B.

PRESIDENTIAL EXECUTIVE ORDER ON ETHICAL
STANDARDS.

THE WHITE HOUSE
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(/) Any adverse effect on the confidence of the public in the in-
tegrity of the Government.

3. No such official shall receive compensation or anything of mon-
etary value, other than that to which he is duly entitled from the
Government, for the performance of any activity during his services
as such official and within the scope of his official responsibilities.

4. No such official shall receive compensation or anything of mon-
etary value for any consultation, lecture, discussion, writing or ap-
pearance the subject matter of which (a) is devoted substantially to
the responsibilities, programs or operations of the official’s depart-
ment or agency, or (5) draws substantially upon official data or ideas
which have not become part of the body of public information.

5. Paragraphs 3 and 4 of this Order shall not preclude
(a) Receipt of bona fide reimbursement, to the extent permitted

by law, for actual expenses for travel and such other necessary sub-
sistence as is compatible with this directive and in which no govern-
ment payment or reimbursement is made; provided, however, that
there shall be no reimbursement or payment on behalf of the official
for entertainment, gifts, excessive personal living expenses, or other-
personal benefits;

(6) Participation in the affairs of charitable, religious, non-profit
educational, public service or civic organizations, or the activities of
national or state political parties not proscribed by law;

(c) Awards for meritorious public contribution given by public
service or civic organizations.

6. Each department and agency head shall review or issue internal
directives appropriate to his department or agency to assure the main-
tenance of high ethical and moral standards therein.

7. Nothing in this Order shall be construed to supersede, alter, or
interpret any existing law or regulation.

The White House,
May 5, 1961.

JOHN F. KENNEDY.
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THE WHITE HOUSE, WASHINGTON.
July 20, 1961, as amended

August 3, 1961.

Memorandum for Heads of Departments and Agencies

Subject: Standards of Conduct for Civilian Employees.

In section 6 of Executive Order 10939, dated May 5, 1961, the
President directed that “Each department and agency head shall
review or issue internal directives appropriate to his department or
agency to assure the maintenance of high ethical and moral stand-
ards therein.”

Attached for your guidance in the establishment of such internal
instructions is a statement of minimum standards of conduct for
civilian employees which was prepared by the Civil Service Com-
mission with the assistance of departmental representatives. As
indicated in Part VI of the statement, these standards will have to
be supplemented to meet special problems peculiar to the responsi-
bilities of individual agencies. These provisions apply to all civilian
employees of the federal government and may be applied by each
department to the extent applicable to part-time and intermittent
employees, such as consultants. Presidential appointees are also
subject to the foregoing Executive Order.

As soon as your internal directives are reviewed and reissued this
office should be supplied with two copies.

Each department and agency head will be responsible to bring
the proper minimum standards of conduct to the attention of all of
its employees as soon as such standards are issued, and at least semi-
annually thereafter. New employees shall be informed of these
standards at the time of their employment.

FREDERICK G. DUTTON,
Special Assistant to the President.

Attachment; Standards of conduct for civilian employees.

Appendix C.

DEPARTMENTAL STANDARDS OF CONDUCT UNDER
EXECUTIVE ORDER.
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The maintenance of high moral and ethical standards in the pub-
lic service is essential both to efficiency in the conduct of Govern-
ment business and to assuring the confidence of the public in their
Government. Unwavering integrity and standards of behavior
that reflect credit on the Government are required of all members w
of the public service.

Agencies should include in the standards of conduct which they
are to provide for their employees:

(a) A list of the important laws and rules on employee conduct
pertinent to employees of the agency.

(6) Information to employees as to how and from whom they
standards of conduct and relatedmay get additional clarification of

laws, rules, and regulations.
disciplinary action will be taken
3, or regulations on conduct.

(c) Assurance that appropriate
when employees violate laws, rule

11. Conflicts of Interest.

The elimination of conflicts of interest in the Federal service is
one of the most important objectives in establishing general stand-
ards of conduct. A conflict of interest situation may be defined as
one in which a Federal employee’s private interest, usually of an
economic nature, conflicts or raises a reasonable question of con-
flict with his public duties and responsibilities. The potential con-
flict is of concern wdiether it is real or only apparent.

It is essential that consideration be given to two key objectives:
(1) ethical standards of the Federal government must be beyond
reproach; (2) the Federal government must be in a position to ob-
tain the high quality personnel needed for effective, representative
government in the modern age.

There are a number of statutes which deal with conflict of in-
terest in Federal employment. Generally, these statutes:

(a) Prohibit officials from assisting outsiders in the prosecution
of claims against the United States.

MINIMUM OF STANDARDS OF CONDUCT.

I. Introduction.
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(5) Forbid employees to assist others for pay in any matter which
is before a forum of the executive branch and in which the United
States is interested.

(c) Restrict certain post employment activities involving prose-
cution of claims against the U. S.

(d) Require officials to disqualify themselves from acting in gov-
ernment matters in which they have a conflicting interest.

(e) Prohibit outside pay for government work
In addition to these statutory restrictions, the following general

standards on conflicts of interest seem desirable:
1. Outside employment. Employees may not engage in any out-

side employment, including teaching, lecturing, or writing, which
might reasonably result in a conflict of interest, or an apparent
conflict of interest, between the private interest of the employee and
his official government duties and responsibilities.

2. Gifts. No employee may solicit or accept, directly or indi-
rectly, anything of economic value as a gift, gratuity, or favor, which
might reasonably be interpreted by others as being of such nature
that it could affect his impartiality, from any person, corporation,
or group, if the employee has reason to believe that the person,
corporation or group

(a) has or is seeking to obtain contractual or other business or
financial relationships with the employee’s agency; or

(6) conducts operations or activities which are regulated by the
employee’s agency; or

(c) has interests which may be substantially affected by such
employee’s performance or non-performance of his official duty;
or

(d) is in any way attempting to affect the employees’ official
actions.

3. Financial interests. Employees may not (a) have direct or
indirect financial interests that conflict substantially, or appear to
conflict substantially, with their responsibilities and duties as Fed-
eral employees, or ( h ) engage in, directly or indirectly, financial
transactions as a result of, or primarily relying upon, information
obtained through their employment. Aside from these restrictions,
employees are free to engage in lawful financial transactions to the
same extent as private citizens. Agencies may, however, further re
strict such transactions in the light of the special circumstances of
their individual missions.
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111. Outside Employment.

In the absence of a condition distinguishing public service from
private employment pertinent to the particular case, Federal em-
ployees are entitled to the same rights and privileges as all other
citizens. There is, therefore, no general prohibition against Fed-
eral employees holding outside jobs if they wish to, or if they feel
the economic need for doing so. However, it is important that:

(a) The employee’s performance on his government job not be
adversely affected by the outside work.

(6) The employee’s outside employment not reflect discredit
the Government or on his agency.

(The question of conflict of interest in outside employment has
been dealt with in an earlier section of this issuance.)

The following general standards on outside employment should
apply.

1. General. Employees may engage in private outside employ-
ment, with or without compensation; provided, that such employ-
ment does not, in the opinion of the agency head concerned: (a)
interfere with the efficient performance of the employee’s Govern-
ment duties, or (6) bring discredit upon, or cause unfavorable and
reasonable criticism of, the Government or the agency concerned.
Where special circumstances exist, agency heads may place addi
tional restrictions on outside employment.

2. Teaching, writing, and lecturing. Teaching, writing and lec-
turing by Federal employees are generally to be encouraged so long
as the laws, general standards, and agency regulations pertaining to
conflicts of interest and the standards and regulations applying to
outside employment are observed. These activities frequently serve
to enhance the employee’s value to the Government as well as to
increase the spread of knowledge and information in our society.
However, such activities must not be dependent on information ob-
tained as a result of the employee’s official government position if
such information is not available to others at least on request.

This provision does not, of course, prevent the head of the agency
from authorizing an employee to base his writings or lectures on w

non-public materials in the agency files (not involving national se-
curity) when this will be done in the public interest.
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IV. Employee Conduct on the Job.
The manner in which an employee conducts himself on the job

is frequently relevant to the proper, economical, and efficient ac-
complishment of his official duties and responsibilities. In addition,
those employees who are in direct contact with the public play a
most significant role in determining the public’s attitude toward the
Federal service, both by the manner in which they serve the pub-
lic and the way in which they conduct themselves generally in the

•view of the public.
The following standards seem generally appropriate:
1. General Standard of Conduct on the Job. Federal employees

must conduct themselves in such a manner that the work of the
agency is effectively accomplished and must also observe the re-
quirements of courtesy, consideration, and promptness in dealing
with or serving the public or the clientele of their agency.

2. Use of Federal Property. —Employees may not use Federal
property of any kind for other than officially approved activities.
They also have a positive responsibility to protect and conserve
all Federal property, including equipment and supplies, which is
entrusted or issued to them.

Y. Other Standards of Conduct.
In addition to the major topics covered above, the following stand

ards should be in certain special areas;

1. Protection of Information. -- - Employees may not disclose offi-
cial information without either appropriate general or specific au

under agency regulations. Nothing in Section V, subsec
tions 1 and 2, shall be construed as directing any employee of the
Federal Government to withhold unclassified information from the
press or public. These sections are intended solely to limit prior
distribution of confidential information to an individual or group
of individuals where the possession of such information would give

t the individual or individuals advantages not accorded to other
citizens

2. Misuse of Information. Employees may not, directly or in-
directly make use of, or permit others to make use of, official infor-
mation not made available to the general public, for the purpose of
furthering a private interest.
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Indebledne Employees are expected to meet all just fi-
nancial obligations.

VI. Additional Directives

In addition to the foregoing standards, Presidential appointee:
are subject to E.C. 10939 dated May 5, 1961.

Further, individual Departments and Agencies will supplement
the foregoing standards for all civilian employees and the special
standards for Presidential appointees with specific standards of
special applicability within that particular agency because of its
functions and activities.


